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The online gaming industry, and decision makers at the end which is in line with experience of life,
some rules must be people who want to break the rules.

Many players stand on the side of morality in condemning the unethical behavior in various games,
while searching the word cap hang up script.

Very simple, if there is a plug-in will not be punished, do you need? This simple question is enough
to break most people.

Diablo 3 complex as a stand-alone and online, of course, with such a contradiction.

We will now examine the underlying hidden in Diablo 3 behind the cap.

1. The plug

Games and connect a couple of partners, each game more or less developed several plug-in, plug-
in to ruin the game list goes on. Diablo 3 online just two weeks, he is a master to make the Diablo 3
plug and online sales.

Trader known as plug-in can do the job automatically upgrade Daguai, collecting gold coins, sell
equipment, the decomposition of the functionality of the equipment and so on, very powerful .

To allay suspicion, the owner made a special explanation: software support software, is certainly not
taken, the operating principle is to mimic the keyboard and mouse operation, not to call the memory
of the game , and the data server at 100%, no title. The program can automatically read the gold,
equipment, Daguai automatically update, gold picking, demolition equipment, materials, and drink
blood automatically, automatic resurrection, strange lighting automatically retirement before
entering, and so on. The software was simple, three minutes to boot. Use the software after the 60-
mid role equipment in Hell difficulty, at 8-10 million in gold, fitted with the role early at 13-14 million
gold.

While this plug-in is true, I also said that we do Do not try to be as worth it, Blizzard and other game
companies, the biggest difference here, to treat the behavior of illegal gambling not to hesitate.

2. The game script and tool

The word script does not look like the plug direct and rude, they are actually plug-users and
producers of the game plug-in for a good name, to help reduce the guilt caused by the opposite
behavior ethics.

I recently discovered that specializes in the sale of Diablo 3 plug-in forum, this forum is only the tip
of the iceberg, we can see that this forum has a complete system, advocates, moderators, Member,
plug-in releases, and even research BUG.

We have reason to believe that when the development of such a forum at some point because of
piracy is inevitable.

If you are a Diablo 3 plug-in user, the casual players, Blizzard, piracy, will depend on your enemies.
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